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24 DOCTORATE in SCIENCES 
Duration: 3 academic years
Admission requirement: Licentiate or Master degree

SPECIAL COURSES FOR DOCTORATE
Seminar in methodology and scientific research (4 ECTS)  P. Bordeyne - M. Chiodi – L. PedroLi – V. rosito

Sexuality and cultures (3 ECTS)  Visiting Professors

Seminar on conducting doctoral research (4 ECTS)   P.d. guenzi – C. LeaL

RESEARCH WORKSHOP – 5 ECTS. Students must choose 1.
Family migration studies: migrant families and human mobility  P.d. guenzi – V. rosito

Church design: family, Church, synodality  a. diriart – s. segoLoni

OPTIONAL COURSES – 3 ECTS. Students must choose 1.
Abuse and vulnerability: canonical, ecclesiological and spiritual aspects a. diriart - o. grazioLi – s. segoLoni

The dynamics of affectivity between theology and philosophy  s. KaMPowsKi – J.J. Pérez-soBa

Evangelii gaudium: theological-pastoral rereadings  g. Marengo - g. saLMeri

Family economy and family welfare  M. rizzoLLi

Times and spaces of human and family relationships: an anthropological turn? r. fornasier - V. rosito

Catechumenal itineraries for married life  P. Bordeyne – g. gaMBino – a. diriart

Plurality of family models: ethical, legal and pastoral issues  o. grazioLi – P.d. guenzi

The person and his action: the philosophy of Karol Wojtyła  s. KaMPowsKi – J. MereCKi

Spirituality and the pastoral care of the states of life  a. diriart – J.J. Pérez-soBa

Literature as a locus of family theology  r. ottone – C. Pagazzi

For a knowledge of sexuality: narratives and critical readings  g. Marengo

Intercultural pedagogy of the family  M. santerini

SEMINARS - 4 ECTS. Students must choose 1.
Marital nullity: practical cases with an interdisciplinary approach  o. grazioLi

Theological research and historical knowledge  a. gioVagnoLi – g. Marengo

The knowledge of love: a theological perspective  J.J. Pérez-soBa

Legal-Intercultural LABORATORY: conceptions of family between law, theologies and religious traditions o. grazioLi – M. neri – M. PaPa

LABORATORY of family psychology  M. d’aMBrosio – f. stoPPa 
Resources for a family ministry attentive to sexual diversity  s.g. KoChuthara – C. LeaL – s. nKodia

Adoption and welcoming families  M. Chiodi

Families and digital world. Transformations, educational challenges and pastoral choices a. CiuCCi

Patriarchy and feminism  s. segoLoni

Itineraries of marriage preparation  J.J. Pérez-soBa

Friendship and the social life  s. KaMPowsKi

LABORATORY of social research  g.C. BLangiardo - M.a. MoLè

LABORATORY of family ethics   M. Chiodi
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We must look, with the intellect of love
and with wise realism,

at the reality of the family today
in all its complexity,

with its lights and its shadows
(Pope Francis, Summa familiae cura)
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SCIENCES

ACADEMIC YEAR
2023-2024



MARRIAGE AND FAMILY
SCIENCES

Academic programmes in Marriage and Family Sciences are 
particularly suitable for lay women and men who already have 
a university-level degree and intend to update their education 
(economics, law, politics...) with the perspective of the families and 
their social dynamism.
The International Curriculum offers students the possibility of 
following certain courses in Campuses of the Institute abroad.

DOCTORATE
The Doctoral School has the mission of enabling and fostering research as a common 
endeavour and as a journey undertaken together, in a dynamic of mutual learning 
and of embracing the different perspectives that enrich academic life.  It fosters the 
specialization and transdisciplinary training of those who want to deal with family 
realities at the highest academic, research and teaching level.

LICENTIATE
At the end of the two years of study, graduates will have acquired:
• In-depth expertise in the field of social research and empirical study of family 

institutions, with an emphasis on the political, legal and pedagogical implications 
that affect the lives of families, their members and the social contexts in which 
they live.

• Advanced analytical and practical skills in the management of complex social 
systems, interdisciplinary study, collaborative research and in building cooperative 
networks in ecclesial, social and civic settings.
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24 LICENTIATE in SCIENCES - YEAR I
INTERNATIONAL CURRICULUM

Duration: 2 academic years (120 ECTS)
Admission requirement: University-level Bachelor degree of at least three years

Scientific research methodology: studying the family at the JP2 - One-year course (3 ECTS)  C. LeaL

FORMATIVE AREA 1: Family life and the Christian community
Theology of marriage and family. A methodological approach of the JP2 Institute project (3 ECTS)  P. Bordeyne – s. nKodia

Rethinking the relationship between the Church and the family. For a concrete contribution to Church reform (6 ECTS)  s. segoLoni

FORMATIVE AREA 2: Psychology of family and kinship relationships
LABORATORY of family psychology  (4 ECTS)  M. d’aMBrosio – f. stoPPa

One course of your choice from the following:
The dynamics of affectivity between theology and philosophy (3 ECTS)  s. KaMPowsKi – J.J. Pérez-soBa

Intercultural pedagogy of the family (3 ECTS)  M. santerini

FORMATIVE AREA 3: Family practices and law
Legal-intercultural LABORATORY: conceptions of family between law, theologies and religious traditions (4 ECTS) o. grazioLi – M. PaPa – M. neri

One course of your choice from the following:
Times and spaces of human and family relationships: an anthropological turn? (3 ECTS)  V. rosito – r. fornasier

Liturgy as a theological locus for thinking about familiar realities (3 ECTS)  P. Bordeyne – i. BruCKner - s. nKodia

TRAINING SCOPE 4: Reading cultural sources and texts
Marriage in the light of the New Testament (3 ECTS)  L. PedroLi

Literature as a locus of family theology (3 ECTS) C. Pagazzi – r. ottone

For a knowledge of sexuality: narratives and critical readings (3 ECTS)  g. Marengo

TRAINING SCOPE 5: Ethics of the family
LABORATORY of family ethics (4 ECTS)  M. Chiodi

One course of your choice from the following:
Family economics and family welfare (3 ECTS)  M. rizzoLLi

Plurality of family models: ethical, legal, and pastoral issues (3 ECTS)  o. grazioLi – P.d. guenzi

Sexuality and culture (3 ECTS)  Visiting Professors

TRAINING SCOPE 6: Empowerment of families
LABORATORY of social research (4 ECTS)  M.a. MoLè – g.C. BLangiardo

One seminar of your choice from the following:
Resources for a family ministry attentive to sexual diversity (4 ECTS)  s.g. KoChuthara - C. LeaL - s. nKodia

Families and the digital world. Transformations, challenges and pastoral choices (4 ECTS)  a. CiuCCi

Patriarchy and feminism (4 ECTS)  s. segoLoni

Intermediate INTERDISCIPLINARY EXAM (10 ECTS)
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24 LICENTIATE in SCIENCES - YEAR II
PERCORSO TRADIZIONALE

FIRST SEMESTER

FUNDAMENTAL COURSES
Embracing our finitude (3 ECTS) s. KaMPowsKi

Family economics and family welfare (3 ECTS) M. rizzoLLi

Legal-Intercultural LABORATORY: conceptions of family between law, theologies and religious traditions (4 ECTS) o. grazioLi – M. PaPa – M. neri

LABORATORY of family psychology (4 ECTS) M.L. d’aMBrosio – f. stoPPa

COMPLEMENTARY COURSES - 3 ECTS. Students must choose 1.
Abuse and vulnerability: canonical, ecclesiological and spiritual aspects a. diriart – o. grazioLi – s. segoLoni

The dynamics of affectivity dynamic between theology and philosophy s. KaMPowsKi – J.J. Pérez-soBa

Evangelii gaudium: theological-pastoral rereadings  g. Marengo – g. saLMeri

Times and spaces of human and family relationships: an anthropological turn? V. rosito – r. fornasier

SECOND SEMESTER

FUNDAMENTAL COURSES 
Social differentiation and functions of the family (3 ECTS) r. Prandini

LABORATORY of social research (4 ECTS) g.C. BLangiardo – M.a. MoLè

LABORATORY of family ethics (4 ECTS) M. Chiodi

COMPLEMENTARY COURSES - 3 ECTS. Students must choose 1.  
Catechumenal itineraries for married life P. Bordeyne – g. gaMBino – a. diriart

Plurality of family models: ethical, legal and pastoral issues o. grazioLi – P.d. guenzi

The person and his action: the philosophy of Karol Wojtyła s. KaMPowsKi – J. MereCKi

Spirituality and the pastoral care of the states of life a. diriart – J.J. Pérez-soBa

Literature as a locus of family theology r. ottone – C. Pagazzi

For a knowledge of sexuality: narratives and critical readings g. Marengo

Intercultural pedagogy of the family M. santerini

Sexuality and cultures  Visiting Professors
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24 INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMA in SCIENCES
FIRST SEMESTER

Primarily aimed at those who wish to acquire basic Christian and professional training in the 
field of family accompaniment. It is particularly suitable for those who hold organizational and 
pastoral roles in the areas of marriage, family, education and the care of persons with disabilities.

Duration: 1 full-time academic year or several part-time years (60 ECTS)
Admission requirement: high school diploma valid for university entrance

FUNDAMENTAL COURSES
Scientific research methodology: studying the family at the JP2 – One-year course (3 ECTS) C. LeaL

Theology of marriage and family.
A methodological approach of the JP2 Institute project (3 ECTS)  P. Bordeyne – s. nKodia

Eschatology of the body. Affections and justice in secular living (6 ECTS) C. LeaL

Abuse and vulnerability: canonical, ecclesiological and spiritual aspects (3 ECTS) a. diriart – o. grazioLi – s. segoLoni

Family economics and family welfare (3 ECTS) M. rizzoLLi

Legal-Intercultural LABORATORY: conceptions of family between law,
theologies and religious traditions (4 ECTS) o. grazioLi – M. neri – M. PaPa

LABORATORY of family psychology (4 ECTS)  M. d’aMBrosio – f. stoPPa 

COMPLEMENTARY COURSES - 3 ECTS. Students must choose 1.
The dynamics of affectivity between theology and philosophy s. KaMPowsKi – J.J. Pérez-soBa

Evangelii gaudium: theological-pastoral rereadings g. Marengo – g. saLMeri

Times and spaces of human and family relationships: an anthropological turn? r. fornasier – V. rosito
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24 INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMA in SCIENCES
SECOND SEMESTER

FUNDAMENTAL COURSES
Scientific research methodology: studying the family at the JP2 - One-year course (3 ECTS) C. LeaL

Catechumenal itineraries for married life (3 ECTS) P. Bordeyne – g. gaMBino – a. diriart

Intercultural pedagogy of the family (3 ECTS) M. santerini

LABORATORY of social research (4 ECTS) g.C. BLangiardo – M.a. MoLè

LABORATORY of family ethics (4 ECTS) M. Chiodi

COMPLEMENTARY COURSES - 3 ECTS. Students must choose 1.
Plurality of family models: ethical, legal and pastoral issues o. grazioLi – P.d. guenzi

The person and his action: the philosophy of Karol Wojtyła s. KaMPowsKi – J. MereCKi

Spirituality and the pastoral care of the states of life a. diriart – J.J. Pérez-soBa

Literature as a locus of family theology r. ottone – C. Pagazzi

Sexuality and cultures Visiting Professors

SEMINARS - 4 ECTS. Students must choose 1.
Resources for a family ministry attentive to sexual diversity s.g. KoChuthara – C. LeaL – s. nKodia

Adoption and welcoming families M. Chiodi

Families and digital world. Transformations, educational challenges and pastoral choices a. CiuCCi

Patriarchy and feminism s. segoLoni

Itineraries of marriage preparation J.J. Pérez-soBa

Friendship and the social life s. KaMPowsKi


